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When the kids get bored whilst you are out, don’t despair!
Enjoy one of these quick and easy ‘On The Go’ games

suitable for children 3-7 Years
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Animal Walk
Walk like different animals. Some ideas are: Elephant

Stomp Crab Walk (Side) Bunny/Kangaroo Hop Horse Trot
Frog Leap Penguin Waddle Flamingo Hops (One Leg)
This is a great game to play if you need to encourage

them to walk a bit further

Would You Rather?
Take turns asking each other questions starting with
“Would you rather…” and ending with two different

scenarios. For example, “Would you rather own a sweet
store or a toy store? - They funnier the scenarios the

more the kids will love the game.

I’m Thinking Of ...
Think of an object or animal and give your child some

clues saying “I'm thinking of something that is ...” 
For example “ yellow and is also a fruit” - The answer is

banana but could be a lemon

Colour Hunt
Pick a colour (example: Green) See what you can find
around you that is the colour you picked.  Shout out
what you see - A green train, a green block, a green
ball, a green spoon, a green frog, a green sponge.

Every time you or your child finds something green
give a cheer or a high 5.

Alphabet Fun
Think of a category. for example - food, animals or

things around the house and take it in turns to think of
an item beginning with the each of the letters of the

alphabet,
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Follow The Leader
Take it in turns to be the leader and get the other person
to copy the leaders actions. Pull funny faces, make funny
noises, make shapes with your bodies. Try to be as silly as

possible.

Tap Tap Walk
Find a stick whilst on a walk and tap different items

as you walk along. Listen to the different sounds
each one makes. Is the sound dull or high ptiched?

I-Spy With My Little Eye ...
Enjoy the classic game of ‘ I Spy with my little eye

something beginning with ....” or make it a little easier for
younger ones and play “I Spy with my little eye

something the colour of...”

Find A Face
Look at your surroundings and see if you can spot any
faces in the patterns of items around you. It’s amazing
how many you can see. You can also keep some large
googly eyes stashed in your bag and stick them onto

items to create a face.

Timer Stop Challenge
Using the stop watch feature on your phone,

choose an amount of seconds you will try to stop
the timer at. Take it in turns and see who can get

the closest to the number.


